DELL PE 2850 PSU Conversion
Notes from a Shack in progress, From KC3APF and KC3ANJ

Here we’ll show how we converted a server class PSU for use as a ham radio PSU. We were
lucky enough to have access to a few suitable PSU’s through work from decommissioned servers.
You can pick one up on E-bay for around $15. The other parts for this build will cost about another
$15 online. In the first section we’ll help you with information to select the right PSU to use for this
build. Pay attention to that because there are variants on the same application. Our Voltage was a bit
low, at first, but after installing the jumpers and tweaking some internal adjustments we had 13.5vdc.

“To invent, you need a good imagination and a pile of junk.” ― Thomas A. Edison
There are 2 models that are outwardly similar but differ internally and in their max VDC output.
PN: 7000814-0000
110vac input
57 amps @ 12.5 vdc
Weigh about 5 pounds
2.5 x 2.5 x 13 inch.
Voltage adjustments via jumpers only,
There are no internal pots in this model.









PN: NPS-700AB
110vac input
57 amps @ 13.5 vdc
Weigh about 5 pounds
2.5 x 2.5 x 13 inch.
Voltage adjustments via external wire jumper and
internal pot for higher VDC end result.

Start with powering up and testing your PSU for any faults or issues.
A green led next to the AC plug will light when you plug the PSU in to main power.
A second green led will light when PSU is active.
A yellow LED between the two will only light when the PSU enters fault mode.
The fan may start running at low RPM a few seconds after you connect the PSU to main
power.
These PSU’s provide 3.3vdc weather active or in standby mode.
Beware of the fan, it’s a finger eater, we installed fan shields on our conversions.
Pin Assignments P1:
 Red wire: will Increase VDC out
from 11.5 to 12.5: Connect A2
to 12vdc rail, actual increase
varies. Use internal pot adj. for
further VDC output increase.
 Power on: Bridge A1 to B1 then
ground to B6 to power on.

P1
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Inside view of partly modified 700AB PSU:
WARNING!: The Caps in a PSU can hold power a long time after it is shut down, and The heatsinks
(shiny metal fins) in a PSU are often charged with 110 volts AC. Be very careful what you touch!
P2: The fan has been removed to allow
easy access.
.
1. Show’s the metal rails that to carry
13.2 VDC to the external connector.
2. Control harness fed back inside PSU
through guide pin hole in external
connector. We used solid copper
phone wire to create a switch
harness. This provides fan speed Hi /
Low and brings the PSU active
3. Pots used to raise output to +/- 13.5
VDC
P2

F1:
Switch connections: I used a Center off 3 pole switch for both fan and power control. (ON/OFF/ON)
Bridge the 2 outer poles with a diode so you have continuity from the yellow to red wire and not from
red to yellow. When the yellow is connected to green via the diode the fan will run at a slower speed.
A six pole switch would also work but this takes up less space and does the same job.
F1

 Connect the wire from [B1 + A1]
to the center pole on the switch.
 Connect the wire from B6 to the
pole opposite the line on the
diode. Diode value is
Parts List:
(1) Diode [ Vr/400V Io/1A T/R ] Mouser P/N: 512-1N4004
(1) TOGGLE SWITCH [1/4 MNT SPDT 5A 125 VAC MINATURE CENTER OFF Toggle Switch.] MG
Elec. P/N M134
(1) 13’ length of 3 conductor or more wire. We used solid copper phone wire from a scrap bin.
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Final Touches
In P3 the fan is reinstalled and PS ready for reassembly: Note the white zip ties keeping the switch
harness in place. It is very tight in there and you must be careful not to pinch any wires when closing up
the case. This is also the reason I used a small 3 pole switch instead of a larger 6 pole micro switch. The
tight space inside the case would have made it very difficult to route the 10 gauge wire from the PCB to an
external Connector . Not to mention the potential for damage soldering 10ga. Wire that close to the PCB.

P3

In In the connector you will find 6 heavy pin pairs for output power. In order to draw full 50+ amps
you will need to separate them in 2 groups of three and bridge across each group with wire /
solder. Then attach 2 or more lengths of 10 gauge wire to each group and apply heat shrink. In
the pic below, I used a 250 watt soldering iron for this step. These pin are pretty tough, but be
careful not t overdue it. WARNING!: Those Caps in the picture above can hold power a long time
after this is shut down, The heatsinks (shiny metal fins) in a PSU are often charged with 110 volts
AC. Be very careful what you touch!

P4

P4: above shows the 6 pins prior
to soldering. I have pinched the
two sets of three together. You
can also note where we routed
the control wires back inside
through a hole on the left of the
connector.

P5
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P5: The Yellow wires
with red Heat shrink are
the positive output. The
black are used for
negative. We also
considered drilling
down through the top of
the connector and
soldering in banana or
thumb screw terminals.
In the end the choice is
yours.

Finished Build
P6: PSU Switch / External Fuse holder
 Switch in up position enables 13 VDC
output with loud high speed fan. Great for
outdoor use.
 Switch in middle position turns 13 VDC
output off.
 (Fan may still run at very low speed in
standby mode)
 Switch in down position enables 13 VDC
output with low speed fan.
LED’S
 Top Green LED = power on
 Middle Amber LED = Fault on DC output.
 Bottom Green LED = AC main live 90 –
220 VAC

P6
In P7 to the right of this page you can see the 10
gauge wires attached to the PSU 13.5 VDC pins.
We used Hot Melt glue to provide insulation and
strain relief. I like hot melt in these situations
because it can be lulled out if I change my mind. On
the left side of the connector I used black electric
tape to cover the small pins. This so I can access
them for future changes. The fuse holder was
added to replace an internal fuse blown during
testing, it is not normally needed.
For example you could:
 Pickup 3.3 VDC for small circuits.
 Use 2 PSU’s to produce 24 vdc by running
in series.
 Bridge pins from the small connector
between 2 PSU’s to run load balancing.
 When running in series take steps to isolate
the internal boards from the chasse or case
to avoid shorts. The case is common to DC
ground.

P7
Side Note: The “fan shield” in the picture above is
fashioned from a piece of server cabinet door. More
traditional version can be found at many electronic
supply web sites.
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